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A journey of a  
thousand miles begins 
with a single step…
- Confucius



Message From 
Dr.Sunder M.D. 
Founder, FREEDOM Trust

Reaching out to help is a natural human 
tendency. This is especially true in times of 
calamity. Most of us hardly get the time to stop 
and look around to see the plight of those less 
fortunate than us. For those of us who do, and 
are blessed enough to do something about it, 
there come a few occasions where we spend 
our money, use our skills or just dedicate our 
time to a worthy cause. 

As a trained professional in rehabilitation I 
realized over two decades ago that there was 
only so much I could do as an individual for 
those disabled individuals around me who 
could not afford rehabilitation services. There 
was so much more I could do if I could harness 
the collective power of like-minded individuals 
around me. Thus was born FREEDOM Trust, and 
over the years it has come to symbolize 
freedom from disability. 

The idea of starting the Trust came up when I 
was encouraged by my uncle, late 
Mr. T S Subramaniam who wanted me to pursue 

my dream of serving the rural handicapped. 
Together we founded this Trust which was 
registered on this day the 12th December  
25 years ago, in 1996. 

FREEDOM Trust which is an acronym for 
Foundation for the Rehabilitation, Education 
and Empowerment of the Disabled Of 
Madras hasn't looked back ever since our 
first camp was held in 1997 in 
Kelambakkam and in the the last decade we 
have  conducted camps for the physically 
disabled in the remotest areas of India. Our 
team has stayed in the torrid summer of 
Wardha and provided artificial limbs to the 
poor amputees of the Vidarbha region. We 
have reached out to the villages of Madhya 
Pradesh, and combed the terrain of 
Goalpara region in Assam to provide 
mobility to the amputees there. 
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Thus we have made a difference in over 30,000 
lives over the years. Our landmark WALK INDIA 
project, has enabled us to march into States 
like Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, 
Andhra Pradesh, Odisha and Telengana, has 
given us a national flavor. All this has been 
made possible because of the spontaneous 
outpouring of support from all of you.

Service organisations like Mission Samriddhi, 
the Rotary clubs, the Lions clubs, philanthropic 
groups like the Freemasons lodge, corporates 
like Hyundai Transys Lear Automotive India, 
Hexaware, Ramco, the  Rane Group, Savex 
Technologies, Cavinkare, United India 
Insurance, Fuel A Dream and individuals who 
have dipped into their savings for a good 
cause… to all of you I can only say a big Thank 
you! 

The way ahead looks very promising. The 
Governor of TamilNadu the Hon’ble Shri 
Banwarilal Purohitji has envisioned providing 

appliances throughout the State and has 
selected our Trust to implement the project. We 
are planning to set up an Appliance Bank, 
establish a network of workshops all over the 
country, research into providing a limb using 
modern technology, and strengthen our 
existing projects like the Ocularistry project and 
Shishu Punarjanmam.

The driving force behind our initiative is that 
the disabled are only differently abled, and 
providing mobility, in my opinion it is not 
welfare, but fulfilling a FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT! 
Our team which works day and night for our 
projects and our Board of Trustees and SOFT 
members are a bulwark of support for 
FREEDOM Trust. 

As we renew our dedication to this cause, once 
again our heartfelt thank you to everyone who 
has walked and continues to walk along with us 
on this journey! 
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A walk down 
the memory 

lane as we 
pause to reflect  

where we 
started and how 

we got here .. 
With thoughts 
of gratitude…
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OBJECTIVES OF THE TRUST

Enable mobility and physical independence to 
the disabled from rural India, thereby training 

them to be independent.

Extend training and scholarship to 
talented differently abled children in the 
fields of arts, music & dance.

Provide vocational rehabilitation for 
those trained in the arts, like the 

ocularistry project.

Create an inpatient rehabilitation centre for the 
economically backward sections of society.

Train physiotherapists, orthotists, 
occupational therapists and special 

educators in rehabilitation.

Set up a  research and development 
centre for mobility aids and appliances.

To have an appliance bank that would 
provide the beneficiary with aids that 

have been recycled.

Create a network of workshops to service and 
repair appliances for the locomotor disabled.

Spearhead research in the area of 
biomedical engineering to harness 

appropriate technology for the disabled.

Remain an agile and lean organisation to 
reach the full benefit of funds received 
from our donors to the recipients.

Propagation of classical 
music awareness.
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PROGRAMS BY THE TRUST

GRAM VIKALANG PUNARJANMAM (GVP)
Persons with locomotor handicap need 
mobility aids to mainstream themselves in 
society. GVP is our rural program where 
Freedom Trust  conducts assessment and 
disbursement camps to enable mobility, by 
distribution of these appliances free of cost.

SHISHU PUNARJANMAM
A program that gives a fresh lease of life to 
differently abled, by training exceptionally 
talented children in the fields of music and 
arts, and rehabilitating them vocationally. 

DARSHAN
An orchestra comprising of differently abled 
performers, and a gallery of paintings by 
differently abled artists.

WALK INDIA
FT sends a team of qualified rehabilitation 
professionals to conduct special camps for limb 
fitting at various towns and villages all over 
India, and enables the amputees to walk with 
their newly fitted limbs, given away free of cost. 

APPLIANCE BANK
Several people suffer from temporary handicap. 
They may have undergone hip replacement or 
some similar surgery and need an appliance like 
a crutch for short term use. FT is  setting up a 
‘first of its kind’ appliance bank  to collect such 
mobility aids, service them and give them away 
to those in need.

RELIEF EFFORTS
During calamities, FT steps in to give aids and 
appliances for those with locomotor disability.

REHABASICS
FT sponsors and conducts annual 
conferences in rehabilitation bringing together 
experts and rehab professionals for 
knowledge sharing.

INPATIENT REHABILITATION WARDS
Creation of inpatient rehab wards in 
hospitals to support and provide 
rehabilitation of those in need.

OCULARISTRY PROJECT
An unique program that trains children with 
painting skills to make artificial eyes for 
those that have lost them.
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12th December 1996
The beginning...�
The name of the Trust shall be FREEDOM!
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February 1997
Our very first camp �In Kelambakkam, TN 
In association with Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS)
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2000
Our first camp outside Chennai
Ayikudi, Tenkasi District, TN�
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2003
Launch of Shishu Punarjanmam 
with our first CSR partner - i-flex Solutions Ltd�.
An initiative by Mr. Hariharan of i-flex Ltd., with 
senior musician Guruvayur Dorai gracing the function.
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Shishu Punarjanmam refers to giving a fresh lease of life to differently abled exceptionally 
talented children in the fields of music and arts. Over the years, five scholars have bagged the 
most creative individual award in the field of arts from the President of India given on the 3rd 
of December which is World Disability Day.

�Our Pearls (our Scholars), are trained in vocal music, instruments (Tabla and Drums), and 
even drawing. Several of them train under Dr. Sunder himself and are pursuing their Doctorate 
in Music. 

This project is funded through a grant from Mr. and Mrs. Jawahar and Mrs. Anuradha Sriram.
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January 2004
Reached 100+ beneficiaries  �
At The Spastics Society of Tamil Nadu (SPASTN), Chennai
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2004
REHABASICS 
An Annual Conference to train rehabilitation professionals

With Dr. Chinnadurai
Prof. Dr. Mayilvahanan Natarajan and 
Prof. Dr. S. Ramakrishnan

With former Minister
Mrs. Subbulakshmi Jagadeesan

Mr. Jeyakodi and Professor U.Singh
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2005
Our first donation of a van from the corporate sector
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May 2006
SOFT Launch
Supporters of Freedom Trust (SOFT)

Our SOFT members
Our STRENGTH
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I , .........................................resolve to make this planet a 
better place to live in for those disabled  brethren who 

are less fortunate than I am.

As a SOFT  member, I shall mobilize all means at my 
disposal to this noble cause and increase awareness 

about handicap and its rehabilitation.

Pledge by SOFT Members
(Supporters of Freedom Trust members)
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2006 
Inpatient Rehabilitation Ward
Started in Santhosh Hospitals, Chennai

Patients being Treated 
at our Inpatient Center
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�Project DARSHAN Art Gallery and DARSHAN Orchestra are an extension of the Shishu 
Punarjanman project. It was started to create opportunities for the visually impaired to 
perform, and the hearing / speech impaired children to display their creations. 

DARSHAN orchestra receives regular requests to perform at temple festivals, family 
celebrations and ceremonies. We are so glad that several individuals and groups continue 
their patronage of DARSHAN Orchestra and nurture our Pearls! 

2008
Darshan Orchestra
Classical and Light music

Our Pearls performing at MILAN – our annual event Our Pearls performing at the Annual Book 
Exhibition in YMCA grounds 
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Since then we have sold / auctioned about 200 paintings
and the artists continue to thrive in their art…

2008
Darshan Art Gallery�
Opened at Chamiers Road, Chennai
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2010
LANDMARK ASSESSMENT of 300 beneficiaries 
�In Rajapalayam, TN sponsored by Ramco Group
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2010
Start of our Ocularistry project 
�Training children with painting skills to make artificial 
eyes for those who have lost them

Before After

Before After
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2015
Chennai flood relief
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2016
Dream Runners partners with Freedom Trust �
“To sponsor limbs” – A catalyst to WALK INDIA
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2016
Dream Runners / FREEDOM Trust featured in the media
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2017
A LANDMARK
YEAR

There is only one way to look at things until 
someone shows us how to look at them with 
different eyes!

Pablo Picasso
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2017
Launch of WALK INDIA�
With Global Grant from Rotary International

WALK INDIA: 
A flagship project for 
Rotary Club, Chennai Mambalam

Members of 
Rotary Club 

Chennai Mambalam�
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WALK INDIA

Our Purpose: 
Physically handicapped persons form the lion’s 
share of the nearly 10% handicapped people 
throughout the world. A sizeable number of these 
are amputees. Statistics estimate that 7 out of 1,000 
population are amputees. And in India, nearly 25,000 
people lose their limbs every year due to diabetes 
and accidents! 

Our Program: 
FREEDOM TRUST conducts special camps for limb 
fitting (a highly specialized process) in various 
towns and villages all over India, enabling the 
amputees to walk with their newly fitted limbs. 

A van specially designed to carry the necessary 
materials, equipment to manufacture the limbs, 
manned by a limb fitting team tours the villages. 
Camps are organized where the amputees from 
surrounding villages gather. Qualified prosthetic 
technicians take the measurements for the limbs, 
fabricate the socket and distribute the limbs to the 
beneficiaries free of cost. A qualified 
physiotherapist trains the amputees to take care of 
the limb, the stump and gives exercises for balance 
and gait.

There is no greater joy than watching these 
amputees walk back home.
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Registration Measurement for Prosthesis

Fabrication

Distribution of the Appliances

GAIT Training
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2017
Launch of Bolero van 
A Grant from Willingdon Foundation

Dr. Sunder receiving keys of the Bolero van from 
Mr.Ganesh of Willingdon Foundation
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2017
FREEDOM Trust spreads its wings beyond Chennai 
To Chittoor, Andhra Pradesh

A WALK INDIA camp with CSR funding
from United India Insurance Ltd.
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2017
WALK INDIA goes viral  
Camp in Thanjavur and Chennai

Our first crowd funding venture with our partner Fuel A Dream saw 
amazing participation by the students of Balavidya Mandir, Chennai
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2017
FREEDOM Trust goes up North 
To Vidarbha, Maharashtra

�In partnership with Mission Samriddhi, FT setup workshop in 
Wardha, to build and distribute 500 limbs. This project was 
crowd funded by the students of Bombay Scottish School 
through Fuel A Dream.
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2017
Shishu Punarjanmam goes International! 

�Nodojiman, Japan TV company organizes competition for non Japanese 
singing Japanese songs. Our special team comprising of Akshaya and 
Srilekha travelled to Japan to participate. 

They stood 4th in the world competition
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2018
Kerala Flood Relief 
Sponsored by Savex Technologies Pvt. Limited
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2018 and 2019
MILAN

Annual meet of donors, SOFT members, beneficiaries and patrons 
coming to celebrate our collective work
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2019
Book release by TN Governor 
To mark the inauguration of the REHABASICS Conference
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2020
Spreading our wings to the North East �
Camp in Guwahati, Assam in partnership with Cavinkare
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2021
Celebrating an association of 2 decades (2002 onwards)�
Camp with brethren of Lodge Ramaprasad

A MEMORY FROM 2002:
Report of our distribution 
camp held on Apr 23, 2002
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CAMPS CONDUCTED – YEAR ON YEAR

Progress - Last Four Years

No. of Camps Held

2017-2018

99 132 130 90
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Mobility Aids Distributed
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1172
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I choose not to place 
“Dis” in my ability.

- Robert M. Hensel

2021
A PRESTIGIOUS 
PROJECT 
-CELEBRATION 
OF PONGAL AT 
RAJ BHAVAN IN 
A SPECIAL WAY
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�Distribution of Appliances 
at Raj Bhavan, Chennai�
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A special project initiated to distribute 2000 appliances  �
throughout Tamil Nadu �

Zone 1 comprising four 
districts of Chennai, 
Tiruvallur, Kancheepuram, 
and Chengalpattu 
completed
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ACHIEVEMENTS  
OF OUR PEARLS 
-FIVE NATIONAL 
AWARDS! 

Disability is a matter of perception. 
If you can do just one thing well, 
you’re needed by someone ..
-Martina Navratilova
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Five of our scholars - Vidharte , Lokesh, Aishwarya, Suvedha 
[hearing and speech impaired] and Mehtab Allam [intellectually 
impaired] have won the coveted National Award for “most 
creative individual”.
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Mehtab Allam 
receiving the award from 
former President of India
Dr. Abdul Kalam 

Vidharte receiving the 
award from our former 
President Dr. Abdul 
Kalam
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Suvedha receiving the 
award from former 
President 
Smt. Pratibha Patil

Lokesh receiving 
the award 
from Minister 
Mr. Napoleon
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It’s not the disability that defines you; it’s how you 
deal with the challenges the disability presents you 
with. We have an obligation to the abilities we DO 
have, not the disability.” 
- Jim Abbott

OUR 
FOOTPRINT
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ACROSS INDIA

Our footprint in 11 States
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ACROSS TAMIL NADU

Our footprint within TN: 38 Districts
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My ability is greater than 
my disability.
- Nikki Rowe

FREEDOM 
TRUST IN 
THE MEDIA
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There is no greater disability in society than 
the inability to see a person as more.

- Robert M Hensel

RECOGNITIONS 
FOR OUR WORK
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2011
Annamalai Award for 
the path breaking work 
by FREEDOM Trust

2014
Award from TANKER 
recognizing the stellar 
work by FREEDOM Trust
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RECOGNITIONS 
FOR THE SOCIAL 
WORKER

DR. SUNDER

I don’t need easy. 
I just need possible.

- Bethany Hamilton



2008 
President’s National 
Award for Social Work

2007 
Tamil Nadu State Award 
for the Best Doctor
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57

CONFERRED SUNDER
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THE 
CHANGE 
WE ARE 
DRIVING

Over 30,000+ 
Beneficiaries 

From Rural, And 
Semi Urban Camps

Over 40 differently 
abled children 
trained in performing arts�

5 National awards 
won by our Pearls

32 recipients from 
the ocular prosthesis

Nearly 100 children
treated at our CP clinic

More than 10 conferences
on rehabilitation

Innumerable partners, donors,
SOFT members who walk this

journey of change with us

and the journey continues…
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If you want to walk 
fast, walk alone…

If you want to walk 
far, walk together
-An African saying




